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Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
 

�:إ��أة�,$4# و ه0ي <... ب0ي ا),3ی%# ي و �,93*+ �8%�* 567 ا)%34ة ذ... ه0ا )/.- �%,�*+ ... )* ا)'&%$#  ذرك �
 #$�?@*A(ه? ا)%34ة ا?�B> ...34و+ ،وذا آ?روت%� FهG  ... +?�> FHب?ش ی JK8(وذا ا ... JL M> و +*�,%� FهGی/6?+ و?N

�)* ا)'&%$#��* <,$4# هF ا)8*)# ... �,%�OP&آ #$%&'( ،B$Q ?B$ا)8*)# ب R,%ت ?B'(?ی F(أ Fه  ?U(ا V8,و ت ?U(ا ? F87
ت*@,R  ...  ه0ي V/( #/9،و <X  ...-./( JL Mر �%*)* ) 5�MK ب?)W8# ا)�3ب$#  ا)H،و <JL M یFH ا)P?روت... ا)'&%$# 
@*A(ا F3 ا).,8# ه�@ FQ 3ىWی?ك <? ت #$�? ... JL M> وJK8(ا FHی، +*�  ... ه0ا ا)JK8 و �%,

�)F ذرك؟:س�   و ش'
 ب�ل <? ��ی3 ا)Xی\ �%/[ ه0ي ا)3U@# أ)M> F ا)FQ #@3، JK8 ب- ا)Xی\ ه0ي ذرك یB(?%6? ا)U، ه0ي ذرك ا)3U@#:إ��أة

�ی3ه? � FهGو...  
  ... و ا)Xی\ B$Q? :س

  ... ا)Xی*ت ، ا)Xی\ B$Q?:إ��أة
   <M شJK ا)JK8؟:س

  ...ا)JK( M>  ... JK4 ا)/- :إ��أة
   ه0ا ا)JK8 أ<?)* )JK ا)/-؟:س

�ی3و اG ه* ی?ك �F8W . *ق دسU* ا)A، و <Q M$6?ذ ب%` زی'*، )JK ا)/-:إ��أة� FهG \یX(? ا�ی3 أ�و ذاك ا)�سJ ب�ل <? �
JK8(5 ا$Q .Fذي ه F'%3یN ? ه0ي�أ F( #/&6(?ب .M$U&(ا JK8(ي ا��ی3و ی,$d هF ا)8*)# و <M ی,$M$6>، d ی�*د 67� 

#@3U(%/[ ا�ی3ه? و ��*د �%,R ا)3fgة <M ج�ی� و ��، #@3U(ا ?B( *(*%� %*)*...  ه0ي�ی3و+ ه0ا ذرك � )5 ا)3Uق و �
5$8W� ب?ش JK8(ا).,8#. أ87` ا -A%� FهG،#N*P$P(ا ،?B(?A%� FهG  . 3ی�� FهG *ه ?U(ا)6?ر وذاك ا F87 ی3و�� JL

 #$%&'( ...3Nار،ا),3اX/( 3ی�� FهG ،ارX/( JB( *(*%� MK�  .ارX/( M> F�?L *ع�ه0ا  . M$6> 3$Wب?رص ی FQ JB6دای3ی
jراده? ا F(8* اW'&�، OبkK( FQ Jی3وه�� FهG ?�?> . ر�  ...  �*ع <X/( Mار ،ه0ا ا)8A8A#... ه0ا d&9 ا)%

   آJ دی3ي <X/( Mار؟:س
  ... ربR آ*ت4?رة ، ربR ربlll R @*ت4?رة،��یJB6> 3 ب?)6&/# )%$?سF أ�? :إ��أة

   آ*ت4?رة وآ$-؟:س
   أ+؟:إ��أة

   آ*ت4?رة وآ$-؟:س
�...  آ*ت4?رة <mآ8# :إ��أة/� FهG n3یo Fت ش*Aی M$(8*+ أg� او و...  

   ت8g$5 یF8W؟:س
 ، ی?ك <? ی%3ى...< JL M�3Kآ*+ ب?)3U@?ی# ...  ا)U? اGهF ت,$Q d$5 ا)'&%$# ،?یH$5 ا)U... ب?ش یH$5 ا)p9  ... ?U :إ��أة

 FQ 3آ*+ ی?ك ی'%?دK�d$,ی ?U(ا FQ ی'%?د M$6> و ?U(ا...   
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English translation: 
 
WOMAN: Now, we will make the sauce. These are the onions we will cut… we remove 
its skin from it and we put it here. These are tomatoes with their skin still on them… and 
these are carrots, which we will peel. And this is the meat, which will be cooked with the 
rest. We have boiled it first and now we will cut it and put it in the sauce. We first cut the 
tomatoes – it needs to be cut first because it has liquid and it would release that in the 
sauce. And then carrots come, we say “carrots” in Arabic… and then onions – this is an 
onion. It must be put at the top so that it doesn’t stick to the bottom of the pot. And then 
the meat is added, this is the meat we are cutting now… 
S: What are you doing now? 
WOMAN: This right here is called marga [broth] and instead of adding oil, we take the 
marga from the boiled meat and we use it… 
S: So, it has oil… 
WOMAN: Yes, it has oil, a lot of oil. 
S: Does the oil come from the meat fat? 
WOMAN: Yes from the camel meat… fatty… 
S: And is this camel meat? 
WOMAN: Yes, it is camel meat. And, after the meat was boiled, the oil became the top 
layer. And instead of adding oil, we will use this oil and fry the meat in it. Personally, this 
is my way: when I have fatty meat, I first let it boil and after it boils I will cut the veggies 
and put it in the pot and take the marga, this is called marga… and this right here is 
called the maraq [formal word for marga] and we add it to fry the meat. Now, I close the 
pot, the pressure cooker, I will close it. Then, I place it on the fire and this water right 
here is what I will add after it is fried… Spices, we will add some spices – we call them 
“spices.” This is another type of spices. We have them now in plastic bags but, God 
willing, when we get independence, we won’t have them in plastic-bags. This is my 
estimate of the spices… this is black pepper – it is a type of spice… 
S: How much spice do you add? 
WOMAN: According to my estimates, I add a quarter, a quarter… aaa… spoon, quarter 
spoon… 
S: Tablespoon? 
WOMAN: Yes? 
S: Tablespoon? 
WOMAN: Tablespoon… Now, we will leave it for a little while… 
S: To let it fry? 
WOMAN: That is right… And then we add water… we add the water that the sauce will 
cook in… Then we mix it with the spoon… so that it doesn’t stick to the bottom of the 
pot. We also mix it a bit to make sure it is equally distributed in the water, and that way it 
cooks well… 
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